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Play PUBG Mobile on a low-middle-class smartphone Korean version of PUBG A incredible beta version of PUBG Mobile Lite Android version of the famous 'battle royale' Fun summer adventure Free Fire - Battlegrounds A fast, light battle royale The official BETA version of PUBG The popular battle
royale -- now for Android Chat with all your contacts - quickly and easily the official Facebook Messenger App All the best free apps you want on Android UC Browser Mini for Android The fastest browsing experience An excellent social network is always on your Android device Download the best
wallpapers, ringtones, and wrestling game apps for Android Iron Man soars the sky again, this time on Android It is not uncommon for the latest version of the app to cause problems when installed on older smartphones. Sometimes newer versions of the app may not work with your device due to system
mismatch. Until the app developer fixes the problem, try using an earlier version of the app. If you need Real Wrestling 3D cancellation, see the app version history in Uptodown. This includes all versions of files available for download from Uptodown for that application. Download rollback from Real
Wrestling 3D for Android. Any 3D version of Real Wrestling distributed in Uptodown is completely virus-free and free to download at no cost. 1.10 Jun 18th, 2019 1.9 may 23th, 2019 1.8 agustus 23th, 2016 1.6 Oct 18th, 2020 1.3 Apr 22nd, 2016 Play PUBG Mobile on a lower middle-class smartphone
Korean version of PUBG A incredible beta version of PUBG Mobile Lite Android version of the famous 'battle royale' Fun summer adventure Free Fire - Battlegrounds Fast and light Battle Beta version of PUBG Official The popular battle royale -- now for Android Wrestling has gone up and down in
popularity over the years. Entertainment industries like WWE and businesses like the UFC are the cornerstones. There are also fans of things like Olympic wrestling. The unfortunate truth is there aren't many decent wrestling games on mobile phones. Mechanics are hard to get right, especially on a touch
screen and with all the movement, it's just a daunting task for developers. Most of your choices are arcade wrestling games with some gimmick to make it all fun. However, there are some options worth trying. Here is the best wrestling game for Android!80's ManiaPrice: Free to play80's Mania is a
business simulator with an 80s wrestling theme. It doesn't have any real wrestlers, but there is some clear respect for the greatness of that era. You get a bunch of wrestlers, match them, create competition, and once a month you do supercard where you finish all those competitions. It's retro, charming,
and often funny. Plus, the stats are fun to see when make your little wrestling company. It's not the best game, but it's certainly fun. Booking RevolutionPrice: Free / $2.99Booking Revolution is by the same developer of the popular 3D Wrestling Revolution. It's This however, it focuses entirely on the back
end of the wrestling industry. You get control of the promotion and your task is to knock it out of the park. Players deploy their wrestlers in various matches, try to improve the rankings and plan matches to excite the crowd. This one really gets kind of deep, down to increase enjoyment if a popular wrestler
has a close fall and whether or not the heel and face have chemistry together. The game hasn't seen an update since 2018 so we're a bit worried that it's abandoned. Hopefully the developers are still working on the stuff in the background. EA Sports UFCPrice: Free to playEA Sports UFC is definitely one
of the best wrestling games. It features leading fighters from the men's and women's circuits. In total there are 70 fighters in four divisions. You can level up your character as you play. This opens an additional set of moves. The game also features live events, leaderboards, and more. This is an EA game.
That means it's full of annoying in-app purchases. However, the mechanics are quite dense. You'll spend a lot of time grinding. This one is a bit old, but EA still seems to be releasing updates to it and it is one of the few great wrestling games. EmulatorsPrice: Free / VariesA a lot of great wrestling games
in our time out on older consoles. Some of my favorites are Wrestlemania 2000 and No Mercy for the Nintendo 64. In addition, PlayStation has some nice and even SNES has some decent arcade wrestling titles. You can revive it with the emulator. Unfortunately, there are no emulators for modern
consoles, but from around the PlayStation and N64 eras behind you have a lot of options. We have ePSXe linked on the button for PlayStation fans, but you can check out our best emulators for Android listings if you want to explore other consoles as well. MMA Fighting ClashPrice: Free to playMMA
Fighting Clash is one of the generic wrestling games. It features a style similar to the official UFC game. However, it does not quite have the same level of polishing. The game features multiplayer, various heavyweights, over 60 characters, and more. You can also customize your character with more than
100 different moves. The mechanics are obvious fairies. You tap on various buttons to make the fighters perform various moves. It's closer to the actual wrestling game than you usually find. The reviews are also quite positive. However, make no mistake, the game definitely still needs to be polished. This
is a free download so it won't cost you anything to try it. The Muscle HustlePrice: Free to playThe Muscle Hustle is a character collector's game with a wrestling theme. Players collect, train, and level up hundreds of wrestlers. Each has statistics and unique information. The game is actually a bit funky. It
has a pinball or billiard style in which the wrestler is depicted in a ring as a circle. They bounced off each other until one won. You toss them in and they bounce around. It's a pretty deep game with a lot of even if there is no actual wrestling. There is some respect for real wrestlers, but no actual wrestlers.
Real Wrestling 3DPrice: Free to playReal Wrestling 3D applies to a more authentic wrestling experience. Players get a decent on-screen button controller and camera angle as they wrestle, perform moves and attacks, and try to win matches. The game features more than 140 fictional wrestlers along with
several types of games. We really like the home game mode. The graphics are a little bland, but you don't play this one for appearance, you play it for mechanics and this one has pretty good mechanics for this genre. Rowdy WrestlingPrice: FreeRowdy Wrestling is a simple arcade wrestling game. It
features easy controls, lots of hardness, and 2D retro style graphics. It's basically a great battle royale. You beat up your opponents and then knock them out of the ring. The game also features 55 playable characters as well as three game modes. There are some ads that are sometimes annoying, but it's
kind of hard to complain too much when the game itself is completely free. We'll love the premium version to remove those ads. 3D Wrestling RevolutionPrice: Free / $4.99There are two games in the Wrestling Revolution franchise. Both are very popular mobile wrestling games. The latest in the series is
Wrestling Revolution 3D. This one has two game modes. Booking mode is basically a creative mode. You can do pretty much anything you want. The fight mode puts you in the ring to duke it out. It features regular sets of strikes, grapples, taunts, pins, etc. The game even has gamepad support. Unlike



many people, this is a pay-once game for $4.99 as an in-app purchase. It looks, feels, and plays like an old wrestling game on a Nintendo 64. It's not bad. WWEPrice: Free to play GameIs a variety of WWE games on mobile phones with a wrestling theme. However, none of them are pure wrestling
games. WWE SuperCard, for example, is a card collection game with a wrestling theme. You get the idea. These games have wrestling graphics and animations, but not the same level of wrist mechanics as the Wrestling Revolution. However, this is a decent option in the space if you just want a
wrestling themed arcade game to kill a few minutes. We have WWE Mayhem linked on the button below. You can see our list of best WWE games here! If we missed a good wrestling match, let us know about them in the comments! You can also click here to check out our list of latest Android apps and
games! Real Wrestling is a #1 realistic 3D combat game that involves grappling techniques. Enter the courts and immerse yourself in the world of pumping wrestling action Real Wrestling puts the strength, intensity, and raw emotion of wrestling in the palm of your hand. Jaw-dropping 3D graphics, intuitive
touch controls, and action-packed gameplay create a unique combat experience for beginner and veteran combat fans. Veteran. use various types of grappling revolution techniques such as clinch fighting, throws and take-downs, joint lock, pin to gain and maintain a superior position over your current
opponent! Game Features:- Authentic action and realistic wrestling moves - 3D motion animation and spot-on sound design - 140+ unique wrestlers in league and pro home match modes
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